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1. Introduction
The recent development in Internet technology is very 
useful for the growth of enterprises. Almost every 
organization is either represented on the internet or has 
started their business through e-commerce. In addition, 
organizations collect information about customers and 
their business transactions, which are highly valuable for 
company development and increase of sales. However, 
there is always missing data in such datasets.

There are various data mining techniques available to 
extract valuable and useful information for enterprises. 
As for the missing values, to extract unknown pieces of 
information from a large database repository data mining 
set of techniques is used. One of the most significant and 
well-liked data mining methods for extracting unknown 
knowledge from transaction databases is Association 
Rule Mining (ARM). The ARM is a component of machine 
learning (ML), which is responsible for the identification 
of interesting connections between objects in large 
transaction data sets. Association rules specify how and 
why certain elements are associated and communicate 
the relationships (Fister et al. 2023). 

The history of ARM began with a seminal paper by 
Agrawal. Agrawal provided the theoretical foundation for 
the ARM process. He also proposed the first algorithm, 
called the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant 1994). 
Since then it has been one of the most popular research 
areas in the field of knowledge discovery (Iváncsy et al. 

2004). As the field of ARM has evolved over time, its 
algorithms have seen a significant shift in their underlying 
methodologies. Initially, many of the first ARM algorithms 
relied on deterministic techniques such as Frequent 
Pattern (FP) growth and Eclat, as evidenced by works 
like (Borgelt et al., 2005; Han et al., 2000; Zaki et al., 
2000). These deterministic approaches paved the way 
for early breakthroughs in discovering associations within 
categorical and numerical variables and left a lasting 
impact on the field.

Despite the large number of algorithms for data analysis 
and the availability of detailed sales data, it is remarkable 
that the retail sector in Kyrgyzstan has not been thoroughly 
investigated. Although Kyrgyzstan has a market of 
relatively modest size, its distinctive characteristics make 
it an interesting subject for research, especially since its 
consumer preferences are similar to those of neighboring 
countries in Central Asia. The main motivation for this 
study is to analyze consumer habits and buying patterns 
in Kyrgyzstan, which may be seen as a typical example for 
the wider Central Asian region. Thus, the purpose of our 
current study is to conduct a market basket analysis using 
association rules. To achieve this, a dataset covering the 
year 2020 from a department store located in Bishkek, 
Kyrgyzstan is utilized. This dataset comprises detailed 
information on 50 individual product purchases made 
by consumers. In our analysis, the Apriori algorithm is 
employed, implemented through the Python programming 
language.
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The paper is organized in the following way. The section 
two provides an overview of the related works. The third 
section outlines the study methodology, which is then 
followed by the research findings in the section four. 
Section five concludes the study.

2. Related Works
The Internet is one of the finest business platforms 
available today. Many businesses nowadays are 
implementing innovative business methods to grow their 
revenue. Prospective clients may learn about items, their 
characteristics, and comparisons between them thanks to 
online businesses. Comparatively speaking to traditional 
business, e-commerce eliminates the limitations of time 
and place (Soni et al., 2017). According to the study by 
(Chen, 2005) demonstrates that market basket analysis is 
a valuable technique for firms to get a deep understanding 
of their customers’ purchasing patterns. However, current 
methodologies may prove inadequate in a multi-store 
setting, where the presence of products and client 
preferences may differ across different markets. The 
study found that the strength of relationships between 
products is valuable information that can be used for 
cross-selling, up-selling, offering coupons, and making 
other recommendations, and this information can be 
used to improve marketing, sales, service, and operation 
strategies in a variety of ways. For instance, the retail sector 
may use market basket research to find commonly co-
purchased goods, create focused marketing campaigns, 
and improve product positioning in shops. In a separate 
investigation conducted by (Özçakir and Çamurcu, 2007), 
data mining techniques were used to analyze the sales 
data of a bread firm. They developed software using 
association rules. The implemented software used an 
Apriori algorithm to identify the correlations among goods 
that were bought together across multiple time periods, 
sales locations, and input values.

Another study, conducted by (Vujkovic et al., 2020) 
analyzed a dataset comprising 1641 transaction records. 
They set the minimum support threshold at 0.09 and the 
confidence threshold at 0.9. By employing the FP-Growth 
algorithm with these parameters, they generated 19 rules 
in approximately 6 seconds. These rules consisted of 
combinations of 3 items, demonstrating a rule strength 
of 112.66%. Remarkably, the reported accuracy of these 
rules was exceptionally high at 217%.

In medical research, Apriori is utilized to identify 
frequently occurring illnesses with related symptoms 
through frequent itemsets, as highlighted by (Rao et al., 
2023). Another investigation showcased the advantages 
of employing a semi-supervised system for association 
rule filtering, (Araujo et al., 2022) demonstrated that this 
approach may yield superior results compared to both 
unsupervised and supervised systems, especially when 
dealing with limited training data.

Furthermore, Singh et al. (2021) presented a method 
for enhancing recommendation systems using a movie-
lens dataset. By tailoring suggestions based on user 
profiles, the system offered highly effective personalized 
recommendations. Their findings suggested that items 

within the same category are commonly purchased 
together, contributing to the effectiveness of the 
recommendation system.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Statement 

Basket analysis, referred to as market analysis of basket 
or affinity analysis, is a method used by businesses to 
figure out their consumers’ purchasing behaviour. It 
includes analysing the things that consumers often buy 
together in order to detect patterns and relationships.   
This helps retailers in making well-informed decisions 
on product placement, cross-selling, and promotional 
techniques.

The primary objective of this study is to do a thorough 
examination and analysis of the Apriori algorithm on 
various datasets, taking into account the above-mentioned 
factors. The aim is to understand their capabilities in 
improving recommender systems. Recognizing the 
complexities involved in identifying frequently purchased 
products together and building accurate customer profiles 
in the e-commerce domain, researchers are aware of the 
challenges posed by categorizing products into various 
categories. As a result, this work aims to find algorithms 
that may successfully get around these difficulties and 
promote the creation of a recommender system with more 
flexibility. 

3.2. Apriori Algorithm

The Apriori algorithm finds the most frequent item sets 
or elements in a transaction database and identifies 
association rules between the items. It was initially 
introduced by (Agrawal and Srikant ,1994). The algorithm 
is a stepwise technique that starts with the simplest rule 
and adds individual products to the k + 1 product set, 
where k sets of products are used. At the initial stage, 
the process involves setting a support threshold and 
the algorithm defines a subset of items, for which an 
individual value exceeds this threshold. Typically, the first 
selection includes single items. All products falling below 
the support threshold are dismissed. Products that go 
through the first step form two-item product clusters. The 
calculated support values of these product clusters are 
also compared with the support value initially determined, 
and the product clusters below are again ignored. But 
these ignored product clusters are candidates for two-
product rules in the future (for the right-hand side of the 
rules). This process merges the products frequently until 
the specified support value is reached, and finally, no 
more curing clusters can be found. After the detection 
of frequent product clusters, the rule-finding process 
is started. There is a minimum predetermined value of 
support as well as association rules above a confidence 
value (Aggarwal, 2015; Giudici, 2005). 

3.3. Procedure 

In the analytical phase of our research, we employed 
the Apriori algorithm, a widely recognized method for 
association rule mining, implemented using the Python 
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programming language. This algorithm is specifically 
designed to reveal underlying patterns and associations 
within transactional datasets. Meticulous parameterization 
ensured methodological rigor.

The minimum support threshold, influencing the 
identification of frequent itemsets, was judiciously set 
at 40%, signifying the minimum occurrence frequency 
required for an itemset to be considered significant. 
Simultaneously, the minimum confidence level, indicative 
of the strength of association between antecedent and 
consequent in a rule, was rigorously established at 80%. 
The purpose of this parameterization was to achieve a 
harmonious equilibrium between revealing significant 
correlations and reducing interference within the dataset.

Implementation was executed through the Python 
programming language, leveraging its versatile libraries 
and functionalities conducive to algorithmic intricacies. 
The use of Python facilitated efficient algorithm execution, 
ensuring reproducibility and transparency in the research 
methodology.

This comprehensive approach to algorithmic 
implementation and parameter specification underscores 
the rigor and precision in our research, enhancing the 
reliability and interpretability of the generated association 
rules.

3.4. Dataset 

For the current study, a dataset of 577 730 invoices from 
a company in the retail sector is used. In each invoice, 
the items purchased represent shopping transactions. 
An invoice is an indication of the products that go into 
the customer’s shopping cart. In the invoice, each 
collection of lines is a representation of the purchase 
items (Figure 1). The current dataset contains purchase 
data for the year 2020. In this dataset, ‘TRANSACTION 
ITEM’ is the invoice or the identification number of the 
customer who purchased a product. There are about 
7655 various customers in this data, ‘PRODUCT GROUP’ 
is the category of products such as tea, rice, chocolate, 
and milk, ‘TEM ID’ and ‘Name’ are the ‘ID’ and the name 
of the product, there are 242 unique products, ‘DATE’ is 
the date of purchase, ‘BRANCH’ and ‘CITY’ are the area 
of product purchase, there are 8 different areas and 9 
different cities.

The dataset under consideration comprised sales 
transactions involving approximately 242 distinct items. 
These transactions were made by a total of 7652 
customers, spanning eight different municipalities within 
the Kyrgyz Republic.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Preliminary data analysis

In the initial phase of our investigation, preliminary data 
analysis was conducted by importing a dataset stored in 
a CSV file into our research program. This process was 
facilitated through the utilization of the Pandas library in 
conjunction with the Python programming language. To 

enhance the dataset’s suitability for subsequent analysis 
employing the Apriori algorithm, redundant columns were 
removed.

The initial analysis sought to examine the distribution of 
sales among these municipalities. The findings reveal that 
the city of Bishkek exhibited the highest sales volume, 
accounting for 64% of the total sales transactions, while 
the Batken region reported the lowest sales volume, 
representing a mere 1% of the overall sales distribution 
(Figure 2). The data analysis provides unequivocal 
evidence that sales statistics in Bishkek significantly 
surpass those in other places, with an average disparity 

 

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sample retail sector transaction data for Market Bas-
ket Analysis a) field characteristics; b) data set view.

 
Figure 2: Regional sales distribution.
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of around 50%. The evident divergence in consumer 
buying patterns and economic dynamics between the 
urban center of Bishkek and its surrounding regions is 
highlighted by this prominent variance.

As a next step, the analysis was extended to the 
distribution of sales based on product types. The primary 
aim of this phase was to identify association rules among 
items that exhibited substantial prevalence in sales 
transactions. To achieve this objective, items with notable 
representation in the dataset were highlighted.

The analysis of all products revealed that ‘Tropical Fruit’ 
emerged as the highest-selling product category, boasting 
approximately 44 681 sales (Figure 3). This designation 
positions it as the most prominent product category 
among the 577 730 available items. Furthermore, the 
examination of the top 20 products elucidated that these 
items collectively accounted for 62% of the total sales. 
Notably, the leading 5 products independently contributed 
to 26% of the overall sales volume.

This distinction is of paramount importance in our study, 
as it underpins our strategy to identify association rules 
exclusively among items that enjoy substantial purchase 
frequency. Based on these results, it was decided 
to narrow the focus of the study to items of significant 
popularity, thereby managing the overall number of item 
sets within a scope of 358 192 invoices. Despite the a 
slightly small decrease in the number of invoices, the 
focus facilitates a more targeted and efficient exploration 
of association rules within our dataset.

4.2. Apriori algorithm results

In the context of ARM, two crucial parameters, namely 
the minimum support, and the minimum confidence, play 
pivotal roles in the calculation and discovery of associations 
(Li et al., 2019). These parameters offer analysts the 
means to control the precision of association rules. When 
aiming for highly accurate association rules, a minimum 
support threshold, and a high confidence percentage 
should be established. Conversely, if the objective is to 
derive association rules with a lower degree of accuracy, 
lower values can be set for both the minimum support and 

confidence parameters. To elaborate, support represents 
the percentage of item combinations that appear within 
the database, while confidence signifies the percentage 
of robust relationships between items.

The primary objective within the confines of current 
study was to devise precise association rules that 
illuminate robust connections among items. Employing 
the Apriori algorithm with parameter values set at a 
minimum support of 40% and a minimum confidence 
level of 80%, 118 rules were successfully generated. 
These rules delineate significant associations among 
items co-purchased, thereby providing insights into 
the patterns and relationships inherent in the dataset. 
(Figure 4) provides a visual representation of the top 
20 rules characterized by the highest support values. 
Similar analysis of more than 900 transaction data from a 
grocery shop generated. A total of 145 association rules 
were created, with a minimum support value of 20%. This 
highlights the reliability of the results and demonstrates 
the effectiveness of association rule mining techniques 
in understanding consumer behaviour and purchasing 
patterns in retail environments (Dio et al., 2023).

The result of the association rule is given in the form of 
if x, then y. Based on the outcomes derived from one of 
the association rules generated by the Apriori algorithm, 
it can be determined that there exists a pattern between 
the purchase of ‘Tropical fruit 100 gr’ and ‘Kids biscuit 
100 gr’ as shown in (Figure 5). Specifically, it is seen 
that there is a 61% support for the association, indicating 
that the two items are often bought together. Additionally, 
the confidence accuracy of this association is measured 
at 79 % suggesting a high likelihood that if a customer 
purchases ‘Tropical fruit 100 gr’, they will also purchase 
‘Kids biscuit 100 gr’.

The same likelihood was observed on items ‘Tropical fruit 
100 gr’ and ‘Protein 100 gr’. It is seen that there exists 
a 50% percentage of support for the relationship, the 
statistical accuracy of this connection has been quantified 
at 56%, meaning that it is likely that customers who buy 
‘Tropical fruit 100 gr’ are also prepared to buy ‘Protein 
100 gr’ with the highest support.

 

Figure 3: Top 20 sales items.
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5. Conclusion
In this study, an in-depth analysis of sales transaction 
data from various municipalities was conducted within the 
Kyrgyz Republic to investigate potential enhancements 
for the recommendation system used in retail sectors, 
intending to enhance its overall quality. Leveraging 

the Apriori algorithm, the aim was to uncover valuable 
association rules among items frequently purchased by 
customers. Our investigation yielded several noteworthy 
insights that contribute to both the understanding of 
consumer behaviour and the optimization of business 
strategies in the retail sector.

The analysis began by examining the distribution of sales 
across municipalities, revealing significant variations in 
purchase patterns. Notably, the city of Bishkek emerged 
as the dominant contributor to total sales, underlining the 
importance of tailoring marketing and inventory strategies 
to specific regional dynamics.

Further, our analysis delved into the distribution of sales 
by product types. Our finding highlighted the importance 
of focusing on high-frequency items when crafting 
association rules, thus improving the relevance and 
effectiveness of product recommendations.

The parameters of minimum support and minimum 
confidence proved crucial in our analysis, enabling us 
to fine-tune the accuracy of association rules. By setting 
these parameters at 40% and 80%, respectively, 118 rules 
was generated that revealed strong connections between 
items. Notably, these association were illustrated through 
specific examples, such as the relationship between 
‘Tropical fruit 100 gr’ and ‘Kids biscuit 100 gr’  at 61.06% 
support, meaning, ‘Tropical fruit 100 gr’ and ‘Kids biscuit 
100 gr’ may be sold together. As a result, a customer 
purchasing ‘Tropical fruit 100 gr’ will purchase ‘Kids 
biscuit 100 gr’ with a high probability.

The findings of our study demonstrate the potential to 
improve the accuracy of the recommendations system 
via the integration of diverse and different data sources. 
These results allow the company to make product planning 
to increase sales by placing the products that customers 
often purchased together nearby on shelves, while at the 
same time contributing to customer satisfaction by saving 
time for the customers.

In conclusion, our research underscores the significance 
of ARM in uncovering valuable insights within sales trans-
action data. These insights can inform targeted marketing 
efforts, inventory management, and the enhancement of 
customer experiences. By understanding and leverag-
ing the relationships among frequently purchased items, 
businesses can optimize their strategies to meet custom-
er preferences, ultimately fostering growth and competi-
tiveness in the retail sector.

However, the datasets that were chosen had significant 
dissimilarities, hence impeding the achievement of the 
expected results. The primary finding of the study is that 
there is a need for more investigation to identify more 
appropriate datasets and enhance the methodologies and 
models used. Therefore it can be conclude that the use of 
the apriori algorithm in data mining has been established 
with the goal of generating valuable information patterns, 
specifically in the context of sales trends analysis, the 
utilization of the apriori data mining algorithm enables 
the identification of item association rules, specifically in 
consumer purchase patterns, which can be employed by 
the store to improve sales through the development of 
promotional strategies cantered around items that are 

 

(a) 

(b)

Figure 4 Top 20 items with highest support percentages
Figure 4: Top 20 items with highest support percentages.

(a) 

(b)

Figure 4 Top 20 items with highest support percentages

 

Figure 5: Relationship between products with highest supports.
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frequently purchased together, this program generates 
item association rules or list combinations based on 
customer purchase habits, with the aim of developing 
promotion tactics that are very precise and effective, as 
opposed to the manual implementation of promotional 
methods.

The study’s conclusions show that using data mining 
methods in the field of science has aided in the discovery 
of new information patterns. Moreover, a comprehensive 
examination has been undertaken to evaluate the usage 
of these methodologies to comprehend the sales trends, 
particularly the item association rules.’
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